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Abstract: Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a
method of selecting the correct sense or meaning for a
word in a context. WSD is a primary task in
computational linguistics for language understanding
applications such as information retrieval, question
answering, machine translation, text summarization
and many more. There have been many attempts on
word sense disambiguation for English, but the
amount of attempts for Hindi is inadequate. This
paper proposes ongoing efforts on establishing a word
sense disambiguation algorithm using Hindi WordNet
developed at IIT Bombay as a base and intend to
determine the correct sense of the given ambiguous
word in Hindi language. A dynamic context window is
used. Dynamic context window is the number of lefts
and right word of ambiguous word. The cardinal idea
behind this approach is that the target word which
has the same meaning must have a common topic in
its neighborhood.
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In both contexts, there is an ambiguous word “हल”.
In context one the meaning of word “हल” represents
“solution” or “

न“ whereas in context two the

word “हल” represents “elder brother in law” or
“ न
न
ए
ण”. Word sense
disambiguation helps to judge the correct sense of
an ambiguous word depending upon its context [3].
Hindi is considered the fourth most spoken
language in the world. Among all researchers, most
of the work is done for English language and many
other natural languages, but work on Hindi
language is minimal. This paper proposed a genetic
algorithm based technique for Hindi word sense
disambiguation [4]. Proposed work uses dynamic
context window for finding the sense of the
ambiguous word [5]. After this step genetic
algorithm is applied to optimize the results to
achieve the best quality or appropriate meaning.
The paper is arranged in successive sections as
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Word Ambiguity [1] is not something that we come
across in day to day life perhaps excluding the
context of jokes or when an ambiguous word is
addressed in a sentence; we can understand the
correct sense of that word without taking into
account its possible different senses. However, in
applications where machines have to process a
natural language, ambiguity is a problem. A word
can has more than one meaning in natural language.
This is a stumbling block in natural language
processing which can be resolved with the help of
Word Sense Disambiguation. Word Sense
Disambiguation [1] is a process of automatically
giving relevant or appropriate meaning to a
polysemous word within a given context. For
example, a Hindi word " हल "is taken, and meaning
is differentiated in these two contexts as follows,
Context1: ल ह
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follows; related work is specified in section 2.
Section 3 illustrates the proposed work for WSD
using genetic algorithm. Section 4 describes results.
Section 5 concludes this work and specifies the
future work.

3.1 Overview
Figure 1 describes the overall approach with the
help of the flowchart. The amalgamation of a given
word in context with a meaning which is different
from meaning to that word is involved in Word
Sense Disambiguation. The concept of the dynamic
context window is the left and the right words of the
target word. The work exhibited is done first by
breaking all the words of the given sense and
storing them which consists the removal of special
tokens like ',' and '|' followed by all the specialized
symbol and stop word. As the process continues the
size of the context window increases. Although this
compares the result with the static context window.
The meaning of the words was fetched by the Hindi
WordNet [10], considering all types of meanings
like Hyponymy, Troponymy, Hyponymy this
approach proceed using Onto_Nodes for all the
words in context window. The comparison of static
and dynamic context window is done. The concepts
of onto_nodes provide the better result.

2. RELATED WORK
Word sense disambiguation is a current and
arising research area. For Hindi language very
limited research work is done. With every new
research the accuracy of getting the correct sense of
the polysemous word increases. Here are some of
the research works that have already done so far.
Singh, S., & Siddiqui, T. J. [5] proposed a
work that protrudes the context meaning of the
target word from the dictionary meaning of the
same word. They have used lesk algorithm in their
approach for removing the ambiguity from
ambiguous words.
Kumari, S., & Singh, D. P. [4] proposed a
work that was the first attempt of using genetic
algorithm (GA) for the Hindi word sense
disambiguation. They suggested that genetic
algorithm
gives
optimized
result
after
disambiguation based on the fact that genetic
algorithm makes sure that the best individual from
each generation is assured to be in the next one. The
algorithm has been applied to disambiguate nouns
in a given sentence.
Sawhney, R., & Kaur, A. [7] used the
dynamic context window that was described further
as the modified lesk approach. This approach gives
best overall performance for the case when both
stemming and stop word elimination is already
done. It is observed that as the size of the context
window increases the precision of the algorithm is
improved.
Jain, A., & Lobiyal, D. K. [8] presented an
approach based on network agglomeration in which
a graph is created for a given sentence, and the
computation for the highest value of network
agglomeration is determined.
Vaishnav, Z. B. [9] solves the problem of word
sense disambiguation in Gujarati language by using
the genetic algorithm in knowledge-based approach.
A simple GA is applied in context after
preprocessing of the whole context.

Figure 1: Proposed approach for Hindi word sense
disambiguation

3. PROPOSED WORK

3.2 Algorithm

The proposed algorithm for Hindi word sense
disambiguation comprises three stages as
preprocessing, creation of context bag and applying
genetic algorithm for output optimization. The
complete approach for Hindi word sense
disambiguation is shown in figure 1

Step 1: Calculate the number of words in a sense.
This covers the elimination of special
tokens like ',' or '|' followed by all the
specialized symbols.
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Table 3. Experimental result generated for different nouns

Step 2: W[i] obtain the ambiguous word from a
text file.
Step 3: W[k] will be left and right words of an
ambiguous word.
Step 4: W[i], W[k] fetch meaning from Hindi
WordNet[10].
Step 5: For both array determine the precision.

Word

Synset
(Period),

Answer
Period

Comment
Correct

Natural
Object

Partially
Correct

Perception

Correct

Verb of
Occur

Correct

Period

Correct

(Person),
(Stative)
न
(Natural Object),

The algorithm moves ahead after the removal of
stop word and the special characters, after the
removal of stop words the whole paragraph is
parted as words and stored in an array. Thus, the
words having more than one meaning are
acknowledged as the ambiguous words, i.e., W[i]
(Static context) and the remaining words are
considered as the W[k] (Dynamic context). The
fetched meanings are compared, and the precision is
determined.

(Liquid),
(Common
Noun), ण
(Quality),

(Mental
State)
न

{'' हल ''}

Meaning from Hindi
WordNet

{'

Dynamic
Context
Window

(Abstract), ण
न, न

न

, न

ण,

, हल,

(property),
न (Fatal Event)

ण ""}

Table 2. Remaining Words
Context 1
{“ लह
ल
आए

(Abstract),
लखनऊ

(Period),
ण
(Communication),
हन
(Verb of

ल

ल "}
Context 2

{'

,
न

(Perception),

(Physical),

Table 1. Array of Ambiguous word
Array

न

,
न

न,
ह

Occur),

…"}
(Physical State)

4. RESULT

(Period),

To check the exactness of the intended algorithm for
Hindi WSD concluded experiments are executed and
results are achieved for different domains. For
measuring the performance of the algorithm, accuracy
is used as the evaluation parameter. For testing the
accuracy of the performed algorithm, data set of
Hindi language is used from Indian Language
Technology Proliferation and Deployment Centre
(TDIL) [11] and due to the non-existing freely
available large testing data a small testing data set is
also created manually. The combination of both
testing dataset contains data from various domains
like sports, history literature, etc.

(Physical State)

5. CONCLUSION
This paper uses dynamic context approach, and the
matching is done by using the Onto_Nodes for
every single word in sentence. Prior to performing
the comparison stop word elimination is done. The
sense having maximum appearance is considered as
the correct sense of the target word. It is believed
that as the size of context window increases the
precision of algorithm gets better. From the results,
therefore, it can be concluded that the sense of the
ambiguous words can be detected more precisely as
the target words contain more left and right words.
For the proposed algorithm accuracy values range
from about 75-80% for different domains. Our
system, at present, will be dealing with nouns only.

Figure 2: Accuracy for different domains for Hindi WSD.
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